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Access Forum  

 

 
 

Minutes  of the  First meeting  held  on  Thursday  7th  February  2019 
at Wepre  Park,  Connahs Quay  

 
 
01/19   Attendance and  Apologies  
 
Attendance:  

 
SECRETARY:  
Caroline Selby (CS)  
 
 
MEMBERS:  
Hannah Arndt (HA)  
Penelope Coles (PC)  
Rachel Lewis (RL) –   from  1.40pm  
Mabyn Pickering (MP)  
David Collins (DC)  
David Evans (DE)  –   until 1.40pm  
Neville Howell (NH)  
Alan Neale (AN)  
Bill Stephens (BS)  
Tim Stratton (TS)  
Edward Wardle (EW)  –   until 2.25pm  
Martin Howorth (MH)  
  

 
NON-MEMBERS:  
Tom  Woodall (TW) FCC  
Alun Price (AP) Natural Resources Wales   
Sean Hanratty (SH)  WCBC  
Sion Roberts (SR)  WCBC  
Derrick Charlton (DCh) FCC  
Natalie Davies (ND) FCC  
Jon Hill (JH) FCC  
Stuart Jones (SJ) FCC  
Carolyn Thomas (CT) FCC Cabinet Member  –   from 12.20 pm  until 3.30pm  
 
 
Apologies:  
John Holiday  
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CS welcomed  everyone  to  the  first meeting  of  the  new  joint Flintshire  and  
Wrexham  LAF.  She  congratulated  members  on  their  successful applications and  
subsequent appointment as LAF members.   CS  explained  that the  Secretary  
chairs and  runs  the  first meeting  of the  new  LAF as set out in  The  Countryside  
Access (Local Access  Forums) (Wales) Regulations 2001.  
 
 

02/19   Introduction  of  Members  
 
CS said that it would be  a  good  idea  for the  members  to  introduce  themselves 
and  their  interest  in joining  LAF.  CS began,  followed  by  members  then  TW  and  
AP.  
 
 

03/19   Introduction  to  LAF  and  Officers  
 
MH and  TW  introduced  the  officers attending  from  their  respective  departments  
along with the role and relationship of LAF and the two local authorities.  
 
MH apologised  that the  process had  taken  so  long  but LAF is here  now  and  he  
hoped  that  everyone  bonds as a  LAF  and  he  looked  forward to  working  together  
in new ways.   
TW  - I  endorse  this.   There will be  strategic working  but will need  to  keep  the  
local aspect.  
 
  

 
04/19   Explanation  of  the  appointment   Chair  and  Deputy  

Chair  
 
 
CS had  circulated  the  appointment procedure along  with  a  request for  

nominations,  but none  had  been  received.   Therefore, nominations  would be  

taken  from the  meeting.  

AN - what are the responsibilities of the post?  

TS,  who  had  been  Chair  of  Wrexham  LAF, gave  an  insight as to  the  work 

involved, including chairing LAF meetings  

 

 

05/19   Election  of Chair  and  Deputy  Chair  

Chair  - Tim Stratton   

Nominated  by  David Evans, seconded  by  Mabyn  Pickering  and  agreed  by  those  

present  and entitled to  vote.  
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Deputy Chair  –   Neville Howell  

Nominated  by  David Evans, seconded  by  Mabyn  Pickering  and  agreed  by  those  

present  and entitled to  vote.  

CS explained  the  agenda  for the  meeting  after lunch  and  TW  explained  the  

housekeeping.  

 

The  meeting then adjourned  for lunch.  

 

 

06/19   Welcome  
 
CS thanked  TW  for  organising  the  lunch  and  congratulated  TS  and  NH  on  their  
elections.  
She invited  TS to chair the  meeting.  

 
 
07/19   Terms of  Reference  
 
CS had circulated copies of  draft Terms of Reference  prior to the meeting.  
 
MH explained  that Flintshire  and  Wrexham  LAF Terms  of Reference  had  been  
combined by TW  to produce the draft.  
 
Discussion took place.  
 
TS  –   I would like  to  propose  contacting  other organisations to  send  a  named  
representative to  attend meetings.  
NH  - as members  or observers?  
MH -  a named person  has to be appointed.  
TS  –   they could attend as observers.  
TW  –   LAF must be a committed group  of committed  members.  
TS  –   members to  send  names of  organisations and  contact details to  CS by  the  
next meeting in order that they can  be invited to attend relevant meetings.     ALL  
 
TS  –   Chair  and/or Deputy  Chair  need  to  attend  meetings organised  by  Welsh  
Government, NRW,  etc and other more local organisations.  
 
 
DE left the  meeting at this point.   RL joined  the  meeting at this point.  
 
Amendments were agreed  and CS will update and circulate copies.                  CS  
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TS  –   where does the  responsibility  lie  with  the  two  local authorities to  promote  
LAF?  
TW  –   LAF has a page  on FCC website but the Forum is not actively promoted.  
MH –   LAF is in Environment Department and  has a page  on the website.  
 
DC- is there a  budget?  
TW  and  MH –   there  is no  dedicated  budget.  Each  local  authority  contributes to  
the  expenses of the  Local Access Forum.   Resources are distributed  within  
reason.  
 

 
08/19   ROWIPs (Flintshire and  Wrexham)  
 
MH –   There  is a  statutory  duty  to  publish  a  ROWIP.  Last  published  in 2007  and  
should last for ten years.  
The  Assessment Phase  (2016  -17) took  place  with  lots of consultation  (2,000  
people).  The  new  ROWIP  has been  to  three  Scrutiny  Committee  meetings and  
statutory  consultation.  It  will  be  taken  to  the  Executive  Board in March then  to  
the  full council.  
It is a  ten-year  strategic plan  and the details will be in the Annual Action Plans.  
 
TW  –   FCC is slightly  behind  on  the  time  scale.   However, surveys have  been  
undertaken, pre-consultation  work and  consultants engaged.  The  draft  has been  
drawn  up  and  responses are  awaited.  Once  received  the  ROWIP  will be  
amended  accordingly and will be taken to Cabinet in April.  
It is a strategic, aspirational document and the Annual Action Plans are the key to  
delivering ROWIP  and  these will be  drafted in  the  near future.  
 
TS  –   has LAF not been consulted because there hasn’t been   a LAF?   
TW  –   yes but it has been sent to  members of  the  previous LAF.  
TS  –   how well does Wrexham ROWIP  dovetail with LDP?  
MH –   the  LDP has not yet been adopted in  Wrexham.  
“The   Deposit Plan   has   been   prepared  in a  way  which minimises the  impact upon  
Wrexham’s environmental assets.    Protection, conservation   and   enhancement of 
the  natural environment will allow  for appropriate  development  in  line  with  the  
principles of sustainability, to balance environmental,  economic and  social needs.   
Beyond  this, the  Deposit Plan  supports the  development of an  integrated network 
of  high  quality multi–functional Green  Infrastructure both  within the  County  
Borough  and  wider sub  region  recognising  the  importance  of  such  facilities to  
biodiversity, wellbeing, amenity, sustainability and climate change.”   
 
TS  –   does LDP constrain ROWIP?  
MH –   no. The   LDP and   ROPWIP   shouldn’t go   against   each   other.    The  ROWIP  
supports the LDP, recreational routes sit within Green Infrastructure policies.   
CT  –   if the wording is in a  document then it lends weight to a policy or document,  
MH –   ROWIP is a  formal document adopted by  both  WCBC and FCC.  
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DC –   are Annual Action Plans new?  
MH –   there were Action  Plans in the  previous ROWIP,  but these  then  became  
works  under the  ROWIP  grant.   But now,  only  statutory  work  will be  undertaken  
as the ROWIP grant no longer exists.  
TW  –   it is the same in  Flintshire.  The LAF will be used  to  advise and steer.  
NH –   as the local authorities have joint LAF,  why not a  joint ROWIP?  
MH –   the  ROWIP  review  was well  underway before the  decision  to  have  a  joint  
LAF was taken  and  so  it was decided  to  continue  with  separate  ROWIPs.   Both  
are very similar and so there could possibly be a  joint  ROWIP  on the future.  
 

EW  left the  meeting at this point.  
 

NH –   can we comment on  Wrexham and Flintshire ROWIPs?  
MH –   you  can  comment on  Flintshire  but not Wrexham  as  the  consultation  
process has now finished.  
CT  –   can reports be circulated to members?  
MH and  TW  –   yes.  
 
TS  –   LDP?  
RL –   I am a ttending a  meeting re this later.  
TW  –   ROWIP does refer to LDP in generic terms.  
 

 
09/19   Discussion  of  Forward  Work Plan  
 
TW  –   what does LAF want to  achieve  in the  next year?   e.g. Involvement with  
delivery Plans, Planning, Health, Connectivity across the two counties.  
This is needed to enable officers to prepare, etc and so  that work can  be  
portioned  across the term of  the LAF.  
 
DC –   as LAF gives advice,  could MH and  TW  ask for advice on  named  topics or  
guidance  on what LAF should look at?  
TS  –   it should   be   the   local authority   to   say, “please  advise  on   ……” so   that the   
work programme is two way.  
TW  –   I agree.  This has to  be  worthwhile  on  both  sides.  The  existence  of  a  LAF  
has been  missed  during  the  past year and  would have  been  a  useful partner / 
consultee  for certain items e.g. grant applications.  The  local authority  can  
suggest items but does not wish to  be  prescriptive.  
 
DCh  –   all  feedback is appreciated to  help with guidance.  
 
BS –   unclassified  roads are not a  matter for LAF so  could someone  be  asked  to  
speak to  LAF about this?  
DCh  –   FCC prioritises highways e.g.  strategic  responsibilities.  
TW  –   the  premise  of  inviting  someone  form  Street scene  / Highways is open.   
LAF can listen and give advice on any given  topic to stimulate discussion.   
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TS  –   Natural England  have  contacted  NE Wales Bridleways re the  area  known  
as The  Mosses.  This was to  ask if  NEWB  would be  willing  to  promote  the  area  
as a  bridleway as it is a nature reserve   
Natural England, which covers the  Mosses Nature Reserve  is liaising  with  NRW  
as it is cross border, Shropshire  and  Wrexham.  Conversations  have  also been  
held with the British Horse Society and Landowners re access.  
A  more detailed  proposal is being  drawn  up  and  I think  it would be  a  good  piece  
of work for the Forward  Work Plan.  
 
Re Ordinance  Survey Maps –   identify  a  work programme  to  resolve  what the  
definition of “other routes with public access” is.   
LAF along  with  members of  Ramblers and  riders could  form  a  resource  to  
resolve some  anomalies.  
 
Are Flintshire adopted  roads on  line?  
DCh  –   yes and I will send a link.           DCh  
TS  –   how  do  these  relate  to  National Street Gazetteer?  the  last  I could find  was 
2014.  It this work programme  was adopted  then  Highways  could be asked  which  
are accessible and  how access can be gained  if not on line.  
MH –   there could  be  a  session  on Definitive Maps and terms.  
TS  –   what SH did in Wrexham  was very useful but would need  to  include  what  
falls through  the gaps.  
MH –   Highways could be  asked  to  give  a  presentation  on  funding, terms, etc,  
which  will include Definitive Maps online.  
DC –   are maps of Rights of  Way  available as a booklet  or handout?  
TS  –   this could be done on screen at a  meeting.  
 
CT  –   the work of Public Health  Wales could be a  future agenda item.  
TW  –   this would include  Future Generations and  other strategies.   Strategies  
promoting  health  benefits  are  being  promoted.  This could be  something  that LAF  
could be involved with.  Work is starting on this.  
TS  –   the  Wildlife  Trust  is engaging  with  Wrexham  Business Forum on  Wrexham  
Industrial Estate.  This seems a worthwhile  wat of engaging business with access 
and  then health.  
Is there something similar in Flintshire?   
TW  –   there is a  Business Forum, but the  Wildlife  Trust could  be  asked  to  give  a  
presentation to LAF re  the work in  Wrexham  and this could aid Flintshire.  
 
DC –   next meeting agenda items?  
TW  –   Delivery Plans –   Mosses –   Classification of Highways.  
DC –   send suggestions to CS?  
TW  –   the  presentation  from  Highways re hierarchy, classification  etc.  would not  
be a long item though  discussion  may arise resulting in  further work.  
NH –   please include where open access land is.  
AP –   this has been mapped so  I will undertake to  do  this.                   AP  
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10/19   Natural  Resources Wales  (NRW) Update  
 
NRW  is  pleased to be  an observer on  the  new joint Flints/Wrexham LAF.    
NRW   is continuing   its work   on   producing   “Area   Statements” which will   drive   the   
direction  of  its work and  take  into  account the  requirements contained  within the  
Environment Act and the  Well- Being of Future Generations Act.   
The  remit of  NRW  allows other members of  staff  to  make  a  contribution  to  the  
work  of  the  LAF and  we  can  provide  further  information  about Area  Statements  
for example at a  future meeting.   
NRW  is currently  undergoing  a  restructuring  exercise  which,  when  completed  by  
July,  will inform its work areas and officers in  roles.  
  
Following  some  serious wildfires last  summer, we  are also looking  at the  efficacy  
of  the  Met office Fire  Severity Index  (FSI) and  will report this outcome  when  
available.  
  
Alun  Price wished  members new  and  old well  in their  new  roles on  the  combined  
LAF.  
 
If there are any queries, please get in touch.  
 
NH –   is Tir Gofal to do  with NRW?  
AP –   not any more.  It is now  Welsh Government.  
 
TW  - Area  Statements consultation  period  when  drafts are out –   is feedback  
wanted?  
AP –   yes please.  
 

 
11/19   Any  Other  Business  
 

a)  NH –   can  a list of members and contact details be circulated  to  members?  
There were no  objections so CS will circulate.          CS   

 
b)  TS  –   Glastir.  No applications under Glastir in Flintshire or  Wrexham?  

MH and  TW  –   none known of.  
HA –   it is not known of  the  access window is open  for this year.  
DC- Glastir is still open.  
TS  –   I have  tried  to  find  information  through  LAF  Chairs Forum,  to  
ascertain  if  the  scheme  had  been  successful but have  not received  
feedback.  
HA –   can send suggestions but the status of the scheme is unknown.  

 
c)  TS  –   Planning  Applications.  There is an  application  for 600  homes near  

the  Wrexham  Link Road.  Should we  be  looking  to  enhance  Green  
Infrastructure re Rights of  Way?  
MH –   suggest a sub group is formed which will be quicker to respond.  
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CT  –   if  it is a  large  planning  application  then  the  Chair  or Deputy  Chair  
could comment to  the  Planning  Committee.  Responses can  be  circulated  
for comments.  
TW  –   time  was spent  at Flintshire  LAF re planning  applications.   I will  
speak to someone  for guidance  as to what to include in a response.      TW   
DC- Ramblers have  a  named  consultee  for Flintshire  and  Wrexham  to  
whom  the  planning  department send  relevant information  re planning  
applications.  
TS  –   Green infrastructure to  be included  and  suitable  for multiusers.  
TW  –   would recommend  a  sub  group  to  comment on  relevant planning  
application.  
TS  –   would anyone be  interested on being on  a sub group?  
PC and DC expressed  an interest.  

 
d)  RL –   Well  Being  and  Future Generations  Act is  unique  to  Wales.  It set out  

seven  well  being  goals and  is available online.  Public Sector Boards have  
set up  in every  local authority  with  each  developing  wellbeing  plans with  
priority areas.  
Health  Board –   Let’s Get Moving   –   is aimed  at a  range of  partners working  
together.  Approximately  50  organisations are involved.  We  could talk  
about this in more depth  at a  future  meeting  and  how  it fits with  LAF and  
ROWIPs.   Access and  routes could be  promoted.  
 

CT left at this point  of the  meeting.  
 

TS  -will  be  included  in  the  future work of  LAF but  also need  to  include  
other organisations as well.  

e)  NV –   we  are encouraged  to  provide  walks for health, but the  Welsh  
Government will no  longer pay  for insurance  cover.   This is contradictory  
to what Welsh Government is promoting.  
TS  –   riders have similar problems re insurance.  
 

 
12/19   Date,  time  and  location  of Next  Meeting  
 
To be set in the near future. 
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